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Star Trek: The Original Series 365 is the definitive, authorized guide to Star Trek, Gene
Roddenberry's groundbreaking television program that first aired from 1966 through 1969 and went
on to become a cultural phenomenon. A visual celebration of the original voyages of the Starship
Enterprise, the book covers the entire series in unprecedented detail, combining in-depth
commentary, behind-the-scenes histories, and interviews with writers, cast, and crew with synopses
for each of the series' 79 episodes.Â In addition to a wealth of never-before-seen images and newly
commissioned photography, Star Trek 365 presents a treasure trove of remastered stills from the
CBS archives, bringing to vivid life the famous five-year mission of Captain Kirk, Mister Spock,
Doctor McCoy, and countless other characters for longtime and new fans alike.Praise for Star Trek:
The Original Series 365:Â "Just when you thought you knew everything there was to know about the
original Star Trek series and figured you'd seen every single production still and behind-the-scenes
photograph, along comes this new book from veteran Treksperts Paula M. Block and Terry J.
Erdmann and the good folks at ABRAMS Publishing. It's bursting with in-depth commentary,
episode synopses, newly conducted interviews and more, with a treasure trove of remastered stills
from the CBS archives making it a truly out-of-this-world addition to any bookshelf or coffee
table."Â -Star Trek.com
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STAR TREK 365 is a time capsule to the magic that was Star Trek. Sure to gladden the hearts of all

us moldy oldy Trekkers, it offers up a 744-page tribute to Roddenberry's original, classic show filled
with clear, crisp color photographs and incisive text. To coin a phrase, it's "Fascinating!"Authors
Block and Erdmann take a roughly chronological approach to the original series, detailing the
show's origins, its beloved characters and the actors who portrayed them, behind-the-scenes info,
specific episodes, themes, special effects, make-up, etc. Yet STAR TREK 365 is the kind of book
where you just jump in at a random page and enjoy!Paging through the book you're reminded of
what a fine job Roddenberry & Co. did back in 1966. It not only brings back fond memories of Kirk,
Spock, McCoy, Scotty and all the others in action but also makes one realize how much better Star
Trek was in comparison to the tripe that dominated the boob tube back then. Roddenberry, Gene
Coon and Bob Justman brought a sensitivity and humanity to Star Trek that was sorely missing in
so many other shows, especially in the first two seasons. The show's humanism and sense of
optimism was underscored by the superb acting that helped create the endearing Enterprise crew
not to mention the equally memorable villains like Khan, Charlie X and Trelane. In particular, though
Spock in some respects stole Kirk's thunder, watch Season One and Two shows and marvel at
what a damn fine acting job Shatner did as Kirk.The photographs are a combination of color and
b&w production shots and candids, some never-been-seen, of the regulars, guest stars, the
Enterprise and other starships, aliens and monsters, special effects, dramatic scenes from various
shows and so on. All in all, a visual delight.

I'm a huge Star Trek fan, and it's a pleasure to receive a new reference book on the franchise (this
time, centered around the original series, aka TOS). The Encyclopedia and Chronology were great
in their time, but with all the information in the later Deep Space Nine and Voyager episodes (as well
as Enterprise and the last few movies), they've become outdated. I expected 365 to be similar to the
excellent Art of Star Trek (1997), and it is a great companion piece to that book, offering some
beautiful images along with insights into the production and the impact of the classic series over the
last 40 years.In general, the layout has images on the right side, with brief episode teasers and
other information on the left.I'm going to note a few things that came to mind as I read through the
book:Materials+365 comes in hardcover, with a beautiful image of the Enterprise on the front and a
picture of Spock, Kirk, McCoy and Scott (from "Spectre of the Gun") on the back. The pages are
semi-glossy and easy to flip through. The page numbers are colored the same as the dvd sets yellow for season 1, blue for season 2, red for season 3 (and black otherwise).-The cover can
scratch and dent easily, and mine already has a sort of "haze" around the edges. The pages pick up
fingerprints (wash your hands before reading!), and several of the text pages had ink smears and

other blemishes (not a big deal, but worth noting). The page numbers are all on the text (left) sides
and are cut off slightly. I guess this was a stylistic choice, but they're often hard to read.Episode
Guide+The episodes are presented in production order.
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